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Abstract- This paper is an analysis of three data sets modeled to 
represent the physical processes of single mass points in a well defined 
geometric space. The First data set represents gravitational contraction 
modeled as derivative of Einstein Field Equation(s), a well confirmed 
accepted equation with theory. The Second data set modeled is a reverse 
of the First data set. This is a model of the physical processes of 
expansion of single mass points in well defined space using the reverse 
of First data set’s modeled physical processes. The Third data set 
represents the Hubble Space Telescope Key Project cosmological 
redshift data set modeled as single mass points, representing the Hubble 
expansion. All three data sets are modeled with respective physical 
processes, represented by 3 dimensional cubes with vector arrows 
plotted, then analyzed by comparison of three individual single 
dimension slices of each of the three data set models.  The three 
dimensional slices are analyzed, comparing one slice from each of the x, 
y z axis with each of the three data sets. The Second data set when 
compared to the Third data set provides significant findings. The Third 
data set indicates physical processes limited to a single dimension, the z 
axis, giving a appearance of a self-centered expansion. The First and 
Second data set Point of View analysis indicate no contradiction, the 
Third data set Point of View analysis indicates a contradiction.    

Introduction 

This is an analysis of three data sets representing simple models of the 
physical processes of mass points in a well defined geometric space.  

In each data set model is presented a progression of physical processes. 
This is modeled as vector arrows (tangent vectors) plotting the function 
of the physical processes of the mass points within the geometric space.  
The direction of the mass points is determined and mapped as vector 
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fields plotted with vector arrows (ref 2 and 4). The magnitude of the 
mass point is not important for this demonstration.   For each single 
mass point’s physical process in each (x,y,z) plane of the geometric 
space, there is a vector-arrow indicating the direction of the mass point 
with respect to the other mass points within the model. 

The models are simple, indicating the physical processes and the 
geometric direction of the mass points with respect to each other during 
the progression of the model. 

First data set- The First data set is based on a set of single mass points 
in a sphere with no initial motion with respect to each other. This data 
set is then simulated having physical processes in progress to model 
“contraction” derivative of the Einstein Field Equation(s).  

This is an initial data set ‘test’ model representing physical processes of 
general relativity exhibiting the invariance/covariance of the mass 
points’ physical processes on each axis. Each point having energy 
density and its pressure in relations to the other mass points creates the 
physical process modeled, contraction, indicated by vectors arrows of 
the model and Exhibit #1.  

This First data set is simply to exhibit contraction in accordance with 
general relativity and the Field Equation(s), a very well verified and 
accepted theory. 

The first data set is labeled “Vectors plotted on a 3d cube representing 
the physical processes of contraction via the Field Equations”.  

This contracting data set modeled is meant to simulate a contracting set 
of mass points, or, the Universe contracting in accordance with Field 
Equation without a Field Equation Cosmological Constant: 

     (1)                              Gαβ =Tαβ                              
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Equation (1) indicates Energy Density (left side) equates to Pressure P 
(right side, ref 3 pg1). 

In a sphere of test mass points (particles) at rest relative of each other, 
we may let V(t) be the volume of the sphere as measured by the mass 
point at the center of the sphere: 
  
 

(2) 

And the Einstein Equation (ref 3 pg4) may be summarized as: 

        (3)                             

Gravitational Collapse- “ Another remarkable feature of Einstein’s 
equation is the pressure term: it says that not only energy density but 
also pressure causes gravitational attraction.” Ref 3 pg5. See equation 
(1) (2) and (3).  

Equation(s) (1) (2) and (3) are used to model the First data set. The 3 
slices represent each axis and correlate Px, Py and Pz respectively.  
The model’s physical processes in progression are mapped over time.   

The model of the First “test” data set, and the First data set cube model, 
is simply based on the Field Equation(s) and the natural contraction 
physical processes derivative of the Field Equation(s) without any 
cosmological constant.  
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Particularly noticed, represented by equation (3),  P  Pressure on the x y 
and z axis has an invariance implied by and in the equation (3) and (1), 
this invariance/covariance is of particular interest and emphasis in this 
analysis. Other way to explain this is from Steven Weinberg, the 
Principle of General Covariance (PGC) and “The equation is generally 
covariant; that is, it preserves its form under a general coordinate 
transformation x → x′.” (ref 21)  

Clearly stated, gravity gravitates equally and indiscriminately on all 
three axis x, y, z of geometric space. 

The test modeled sphere (cube) is modeled, measured and analyzed, and 
has V being the volume of the sphere of mass points in the well defined 
geometric space. V being the volume of the geometric space with the 
data set of dust particles or of the Universe.  

Definition- This “test” model First data set models the physical 
processes functionally derivative of the Field Equation, and, is mapped 
with vector arrows indicating the mass points direction relative the other 
mass points as time progresses.  
  
Second data set- The second data set is the reverse of the First data set. 
The second model data set is another “test” data set and simply a reverse 
of the physical processes of the First “test” data set.  

The physical processes of the first data set “contraction” are simply 
reversed to “expansion” and analyzed the same as the First data set is 
analyzed.  

This Second data set is modeling expansion in accordance with reverse 
general relativity or a “reverse” of the Field Equation(s) “contraction”. 
The implications of expansion comes with its own constraints requiring 
unknown ‘energy density’ opposing gravity, Dark Energy the hypothesis 
cause of Hubble expansion (ref 8).   
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The physical processes of the First data set are reversed and then 
mapped showing the vectors arrows the opposite or reverse of the First 
data set. The second data set is labeled “ Vectors plotted representing 
expansion via reversing the General Relativity physical processes of 
Data Set #1”   

Please note the expansion is in reverse of what is naturally indicated by 
the Field Equation(s) physical processes, and,  the expansion physical 
processes would require some ‘unknown’ force opposing gravity.  

This Second “test” data set is intended to indicate expansion via the 
reverse of the Field Equation(s) natural contraction physical processes. 

Third data set- The Third data set is a model of the Hubble Space 
Telescope Key Project data set. This data set is the subject of our 
analysis, and, concerns cosmological redshift.  

The cosmological redshift of the HST Key Project data set is modeled as  
mass points expanding similar to the Second data set expanding. The 
Third data set’s modeled physical processes vector arrows are plotted for 
analysis.  

The physical processes of the mass points under Hubble expansion, The 
Hubble Constant (ref 1), is the data modeled then analyzed in the Third 
analysis. “This is convenient because the redshift is observable and 
usually has a great effect on the rates of physical processes.” (ref 6 pg 2) 

The SoO- The SoO Sphere of Observation, the Hubble sphere, is similar 
to the Observable Universe. The term SoO is used for reasons of being a 
more exacting description and limits the confusion (ref 5).  
Definition- The SoO is the physical geometric sphere from which light 
reaches the observer, including any observer of any geometric position. 
The SoO term brings focus to our Sphere of Observation, being a 
geometric sphere, with the pedagogue’s understanding of light’s physical 
processes within the SoO.  
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Aim- Although this analysis analyzes modeled mass points and physical 
processes of data sets, the implications of analyzing ‘physical process 
within a geometric space' correlates to our SoO and what is observed 
and interpreted. This analysis aim is to improve interpretations of 
cosmological redshift to improve photometric estimates.  

Clearly highlighted by the HST Key Project’s data set, the data is 
regarding cosmological redshift and recession velocities, an effect of 
physical processes affecting light within our SoO (ref 6).  

The interpretation of cosmological redshift has our attention.   

Hubble’s Constant- The Third data set is from the Hubble Space 
Telescope Key Project to analyze the Hubble Constant. The HST Key 
Project concluded the best estimate for Hubble’s Constant expansion 
from a weighted average estimated at: “H0 = 72 ± 8.0 units”  (Ref 1 
Section 7 Table 12).  

The Hubble expansion based on the Hubble Constant is directly from 
cosmological redshift, described as: “ Thus, this distance increases (or 
decreases) with the scale factor a(t). The information about if a(t) is 
increasing, decreasing or constant comes from astronomical 
observations, and these ones tell us that there is a (red)shift in the 
spectral lines from distant galaxies. Then, under the hypothesis of 
expansion of the universe, the proper distances D(t) between distant 
galaxies (located in fixed co-moving positions χ) must be increasing 
with time, because the scale factor a(t) is growing. If a(t) is increasing, 
then there will be a redshift in frequency given by a0/a(t), 
conventionally denoted by 1 + z and shown” (ref 6 pg3). 

The z of ( 1+ z ) is directly associated to the z axis (ref  1, 6, 11, 15, 17, 
18, 19, 20). Hubble’s expansion is on the z axis, and, the observer 
regardless its location will perceive themselves as the center of the 
Hubble expansion. “So (cosmological) redshift is related to the 
expansion factor of the Universe” (ref 7 pg4)  “Therefore, just angular 
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distance and its derivative (in time) are the most natural characteristics 
of the Hubble flow from the observer’s point of view.” (ref 20) 

The Robertson-Walker Metric equation is of interest to this topic. In RW 
metric equation the evolution of the Universe is governed by the scale-
factor R(t). This scale-factor R(t) within the RW metric (ref 9) is also 
relative to the z  component discussed above (ref 7, 10 & 15). 

Required Unknowns- Both the Third data set and the Second data set 
would require an ‘unknown’ force, the cause of expansion and mass 
points or galaxies’ recession velocities, opposing gravity (ref 8), and, 
reversing the First data set’s natural physical progression in conformity 
with the Field Equations and Equations (1), (2) and (3). 

Clearly expansion comes with its own unknowns. Dark Energy (DE) 
opposing gravity is one hypothesized cause of Hubble expansion (ref 8).  
Significant unknowns as components of the Hubble expansion 
explanations infer tension or contradictions (ref 5, 15, 18).  “In the 
context of the new standard ΛCDM cosmology we point out confusions 
regarding the particle horizon, the event horizon, the “observable 
universe” and the Hubble sphere (distance at which recession velocity = 
c).” (Ref 5 pg1)  

That recession velocity = c is of the z axis of the Hubble’s expansion 
(model). Hubble expansion gives perspective to every observer, and, that 
each observer is the center of the Hubble expansion (ref 16, 17, 18, 19, 
20).  This becomes our focus and concern,  being a possible source of 
tension and contradiction.  As the observer moves so does their Hubble 
sphere, the center of expansion, and, the observer regardless of their 
location is perceived as the center of the HST Key Project data set 
expansion (ref 17, 18, 19 20), call it self-centered expansion. 

This center of the z axis Hubble expansion has a correlation of the 
observer perceiving self-centered expansion. “What transforms this 
bland diagram into a profound discovery is an understanding that the 
pattern Hubble found is exactly what you would expect for any observer 
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in a universe expanding in all directions. Hubble's diagram does not 
imply that we are at the center of the universe” (Ref 19, 20).  Being 
signifyicant,  the observer “appears” and perceive itself as the center of 
Hubble expansion according to the Third data set, yet that does not 
imply they  are the center of the entire Universe (ref 15, 19, 20).  

The mass points in the HST study’s Hubble sphere data set are modeled 
similar the single mass points represented in the First & Second data 
sets.  

The Third data set model is labeled “Vectors plotted representing the 
cosmological redshift physical processes of Hubble’s expansion” in the 
exhibit#3  

The labeling and plotting of the Third data set are self evident from 
Hubble expansion theory, by the references and the method and analysis 
process of the First and Second ‘test’ data sets. 

Method- Each data set is analyzed by examining the physical processes  
plotted as vector-arrows of the single mass points on all three axis of 
each data set during the progression of the model over time, and, Point 
of View analysis:   
 Data sets-  

First- “Test” data set of general relativity contraction, mapping 
and plotting vector arrows.  
Second- “Test” data set being the reverse of the First data set 
contraction, or, expansion under relativity constrains, mapping 
and plotting vector arrows and,  
Third- Hubble’s expansion exhibited by modeling the HST Key 
Project data set and mapping and plotting vector arrows. 

Analysis-  1- analyzing the data set model on all three 
dimensions being the x, y, z axis, with particular attention given 
to the invariance/covariance of energy density and P Pressure of 
the Field Equation(s) regarding Px, Py and Pz equation (3). 

                             2- Point of View analysis on the Second & Third sets. 
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The three physical processes of the data sets are modeled, exhibited by 
cube(s) of the space with vector arrows, exhibit #1, #2 and #3, and then 
analyzed by taking sample slices of each cube. Each of the three slices 
of the three data sets represents one slice each of the x, y, and z axis, 
nine slices analyzed in total or 3 from each data set model. The point of 
view analysis simply plots two observers and analysis what each 
observer perceives of the mass points physical processes in relation to 
the other observer and mass points. 

Each of the three single dimension slices exhibit the physical processes 
evident as each data set progresses over time simply by the correlating 
vectors (arrows) on each slice for each axis.  Comparisons of each of the 
data sets’ slices are made by analysis of the physical processes of the 
mass points on each axis of each data set.  

Findings and conclusions are self evident from the comparison analysis 
of each data set slice for each axis. The interesting results exhibited by 
diagrams of each slice representing each axis for each of the three data 
sets, clearly exhibit the physical processes modeled in the well defined 
space. Each x, y, z, axis exhibited by slice in each of the three data sets 
exhibits a modeled physical process, or lack thereof; please be reminded 
of gravity’s invariance, gravity acts indiscriminately. 

The Data Sets Modeled  

First- The First data set is simply a data set “test” model to represent a 
sphere of single mass points proceeding with physical processes in 
accordance with general relativity. More broadly this data set may 
represent the Universe occupied by baryonic matter contracting via the 
Field Equation(s). The vectors of the mass points, as the model 
progresses contracting, are plotted (arrows) to exhibit the physical 
processes of the mass points as time passes. 

Exhibit #1 exhibits the First data set model progress by plotting the 
indicated vectors: 
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The sphere-mass in the center of the above 3d cube is for visual effect 
only, to represent the accumulation of baryonic matter mass points in the 
center of the data set during progression of the physical processes. 

Second-The Second data set is a test model cube to represent a sphere of 
single mass points. Generally this data set is intended to represent the 
Universe occupied by baryonic matter expanding via reversing the Field 
Equation(s) natural physical process progressions.  This data set mass 
points are modeled to start with a state of no motion with respect to each 
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other. Then this model progresses in reverse of the First data sets’ 
physical processes. This model progresses in reverse of General 
Relativity contraction, i.e. expanding via relativity reversed. The vectors 
of the mass points as the model progresses expanding are plotted by 
arrows to exhibit the physical processes of the mass points as time 
progresses. Magnitude is of no concern, direction is the concern. 

Exhibit #2 exhibits the Second data set model progression by plotting 
the indicated vector arrows of the mass points:  

Third- The third data set is a model to represent the mass points 
physical process interpreted via Hubble’s expansion and the HST Key 
Project data set of cosmological redshift. In this data set the 
cosmological redshift data set of the HST Key Project is plotted as a 
uniform set of mass points in the well defined area representing our 
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SoO.  In this instance it can be properly inferred our SoO is a fair 
representative sample area of the Universe indicating present physical 
processes. 

Exhibit #3 exhibits the Third data set modeled physical processes by 
plotting the indicated vector arrows: 
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Analysis of x-y-z Axis 

The analysis of the modeled data sets is comparatively simple.  A 
comparison of the x, y, z, axis slices from each data set can be 
compared. In particular, the slices from the Second and Third data sets 
are compared for significant reason, both are of modeled expansion.  

Please notice the absence of the physical processes of Hubble expansion 
on the x and y axis in the Third modeled HST Key Project data set. 

Analysis of Point of View 

The analysis of the Second and Third data set models is extended to the 
Point of View of all observers within the mass points geometric space. 

The famous balloon analogy to explain the Hubble expansion and the  
HST Key Project data sets’ physical process has considerable literature 
available explaining the modeled expansion. Hubble expansion is a well 
known and generally accepted theory,  (see ref 15 (pg12-18), 14, 13 ,12, 
11). 
  
Clearly the Third data set expansion is as if all observers observe 
themselves as the center on the expansion. It is as if all/any observers 
simultaneously are the center of the Universal expansion. Essentially all 
observers are the perceived center of the famous ‘balloon expanding’ as 
explained and modeled (ref 16, 17, 18, 19, 20).  

This phenomenon of observer self-centered Universal expansion now 
has our attention. This analysis turns to the physical processes of the 
self-centered expansion model from the Third data set of the HST Key 
Project. 
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The following exhibit is to help describe 1- the Second and Third data 
set observer’s perspective and perception, and, 2- the actual verses 
“perceived” physical processes of the single mass points in relation to all 
other mass points. 

When plotting individual observers on the Second data set model, 
regardless of location of the observer, all mass points’ physical 
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processes, their motion of directions and magnitude (vectors), are 
preserved in relation to all other mass points. All observers observe the 
same as any observer in relation to each other. 

When plotting the individual observers on the Third data set model, the 
preservation the physical processes is lost, and the motion of direction 
and magnitude (vectors) of all mass points in relation to each other 
depends AND changes on the location of the observer(s). (ref 10 & 11)  

Exhibited in the diagram above, the mass points within the grey shaded 
area would have contradicting directions and magnitudes (vectors), 
nearly the exact opposite, based strictly on the observer. This 
‘contradiction’ within the Third data set modeled Point of View is 
significant and harbors considerable concern.  

The vectors of the mass points in the Third data set  model is based on 
the locations of the different observers modeled.  The vectors of the 
Second data set is based on the vectors of the mass points in relation to 
all other mass points, regardless of the observer’s position within the 
mass points.  The vector arrows of the Third data set mass points seem 
based on the observer’s self-centered expansion perceptions, rather than 
based on the magnitude and direction (vectors) of all mass points in 
relation to each other.  

Conclusion- questions presented by the Author  

Please ponder these questions:   

1- How best might this analysis be used to facilitate photometric 
estimates and the interpretations of cosmological redshift?   
2-Is the cosmological redshift of the HST Key Project data set the result 
of the red-shifting of light because of:  

 A-  a  unique Hubble expansion of the Universe and the physical 
processes of receding baryonic mass points from each other, or 
the expansion of space, restricted to the z axis in the defined 
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geometric space, observed as cosmological redshift and Hubble 
expansion, or, 

 B- might we reinterpret cosmological redshift as being merely an 
affect on light, observed on the z axis, having no geometric space 
expansion significance or recession velocity significance?  

3- Is the Third data set modeled deducing that all observers should 
always be the ‘perceived center’ of Hubble expansion regardless the 
observer’s location, and, is that significant?   

4- Does the (direction) vector arrow of the observed mass points in 
relation to all other mass points, depend strictly on the observer’s 
location in the Third data sets’ expansion? Does that indicate that the 
Third data set observer’s perception of physical processes (vectors) of 
the single mass point depend NOT on the direction (vector arrows) of 
the mass points in relation to all other mass points?  

How are answers to questions #1-4 supported?  

Could revolutionary improvements to photometric estimates and 
cosmological dynamics come by way of analysis & self correction?   

——————- 
"In a time of universal deceit - telling the truth is a 

revolutionary act."  
(George Orwell) 

——————- 
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distance methods applied over the range of about 60 to 400 Mpc. The analysis presented here 
benefits from a number of recent improvements and refinements, including (1) a larger LMC 
Cepheid sample to define the fiducial period-luminosity (PL) relations, (2) a more recent HST 
Wide Field and Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2) photometric calibration, (3) a correction for 
Cepheid metallicity, and (4) a correction for incompleteness bias in the observed Cepheid PL 
samples. We adopt a distance modulus to the LMC (relative to which the more distant galaxies 
are measured) of µ0(LMC) = 18.50 ± 0.10 mag, or 50 kpc. New, revised distances are given for 
the 18 spiral galaxies for which Cepheids have been discovered as part of the Key Project, as 
well as for 13 additional galaxies with published Cepheid data. The new calibration results in a 
Cepheid distance to NGC 4258 in better agreement with the maser distance to this galaxy. Based 
on these revised Cepheid distances, we find values (in km/sec/Mpc) of H0 = 71 ± 2r (random) ± 
6s (systematic) (type Ia supernovae), H0 = 71 ±3r ± 7s (Tully-Fisher relation), H0 = 70 ± 5r ± 6s 
(surface brightness fluctuations), H0 = 72 ± 9r ± 7s (type II supernovae), and 82 ± 6r ± 9s 
(fundamental plane). We combine these results for the different methods with 3 different 
weighting schemes, and find good agreement and consistency with H0 = 72 ± 8 0units. Finally, 
we compare these results with other, global methods for measuring H0. 
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